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NEW
MEXICO

MAIL

Lettet•s:
Troglodyte Bureaucracy
To the Editor:
I must confess some uneasiness in
writing this letter which may not
after all be of great interest to your
readership. It is little more than a
passing incident that occurred on
Tuesday, Sept. 15. The protagonists:
myself and the Student Health
Center.
Having suffered a severe puncture
wound I went to the emergency
room at Bernalillo County Hsopital
to get a tetanus shot. This however
was not possible because my
previous lack of immunization made
it necessary to use an additional
vaccine, not generally available.
Going from one place to another I
eventually reached the office of Dr.
Roy Kropinak, an exceedingly nice
chap, who advised me to waste no
time before getting the preventative
treatment, since the nature and
circumstances of my accident
considerably augmented the
probability of tetanus infection. In
my presence he called the Student
Health Center and asked if they
would administer the shot to me.
The answer was yes. They also did
not have this particular vaccine in
stock, but if provided, they would
give me the injection.
Equipped with everything that
was necessary, including the syringe,
I proceeded to the Health Center
where I met the impassable
white-coated Mrs. Looney who
informed me that I did not qualify
for emergency aid. Quite appalled
but still trusting that there was some
misunderstanding, I asked to see the
center director, Dr. McCabe. Not
willing to stick my syringe with my
vaccine in my arm but perfectly
willing to bodyguard her director

Throw-Away Polluters
To the Editor:
Have others been as concerned as I
am to find that the cafeteria in the
Union has gone over entirely to
plastic cups, plates and utensils
which are thrown away after each
meal?
This practice of using throw-away
plastics began unobtrusively at the
snack bar, and has been progressively
extended to all the Union's eating
facilities, so that the Union food
service must now be throwing out
truckloads of plastic rubbish daily.
Have they never heard of the
environmental crisis?
Plastic utensils are not
"bio-degradable." The only way of
disposing of them is by burning the
chemicals with resultant air
pollution. Perhaps the food service
considered these throw-aways to be
balanced by the decreased use of
dish washer detergents, but I rather
doubt that they ever consider the
pollution problem. This seems to me
terribly wrong. A restaurant
associated with the University should
provide an example of good
ecological practice. Instead, through
this innovation, UNM seems to have
become one of Albuquerque's
leading ·polluters.
Edwin C. Hoyt
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Nasser Dead: Egypt 1n Turmoil

By United Press International
CAIRO-President Gamal
Abdel Nasser of Egypt, the most
powerful leader in modern Arab
history, died of a ·heart attack
Monday at the age of 52.
His death added a new
dimension of uncertainty to one
of the most troubled periods in
the Middle East of recent times.
Vice President Anwar Sad at
succeed Nasser as interim
President of Egypt, Radio Cairo
announced.
Cairo was almost paralyzed by
the death announcement which
was read on both radio and
television. People wept on the
street in a state of shock.
The body was moved from
Nasser's home in the Cairo
suburbs to the Presidential Palace.
Nasser's death could plunge the
Middle East into a new crisis. U.S.
diplomats considered him a
moderate despite his fiery
statements against Israel and
expressed fears his death would
bring radical young Egyptian
army officers to power and with
them new full-scale war against
Israel.
Sadat went on the radio later
Monday night to report that
Nasser suffered the fatal heart
attack shortly after returning to
his home from the closing
ceremonies of the Arab summit
conference.
News Spreads Quickly
News of Nasser's passing swept
quickly through Arab capitals,
where portraits of his smiling face
look down from many walls. Tall,
bulky and graying with the years,
he was the idol of the Arab
masses.
In the streets of the Lebanese
capital of Beirut, women stopped
and sC'ceamed as they heard the
news. "My God! My God!'' one
16-year·old boy shrieked.
Shopkeeps on Beirut's main
street, Rue Hamra, rang down
their iron shutters. Many wept.
Within minutes, the sound of
rifle shots rang out in Beirut-the
traditional sign of mouming in the
Arab world.
Radio Cairo stopped all regular
programs and read quotations
from the Koran. Nasser was a
devout Moslem.
Nasser had been under
treatment for diabetes and a
circulatory ailment in the Soviet
Union earlier this year but his
death was a surprise.

will

that their vision is limited to the
weakness of our society. Even
though their own freedom depends
on the American legal and political
system, they use that freedom to
proclaim the worthlessness of the
system that makes their protest
possible.
At the same time, they naively
imagine that the revolutionary
society they advocate would measure
up fully to lofty ideals of its
architects.
Thus, the American radical all too
frequently wears one set of blinders
that enables him to see only the
virtues of the ,Utopian alternatives he
reads about in radical literature.
Normally, he is conforted in his
blindness by the affluence and
relative security provided by the
By SEN. GEORGE MCGOVERN
system ht> condemns.
The recent bombing of the math
What I personally resent most
center at the University of about somH American radicals is
Wisconsin, which claimed the life of their willingness to jeopardizt> the
a young researcher, is one of a series chances of constructive change by
of violent acts which underscore the flaunting their own foolish and
folly of undisciplined radicalism. destructive tactics. Th<~Y have invited
Bombings in various parts of the the so-called hard hat reaction to the
country have come with alarming peace effort by such anties as
frequency in recent months. These displaying Vietcong flags, disrupting
tactics and the wild rhetoric that has courtrooms, shouting obscenities and
afflicted some revolutionary groups other obnoxious patterns of
are apparently based on the notion conduct. Instead of building a
that the end justifies the means.
broader base on the nearly
But the bombers, and other universal ~unger of man for peace,
irresponsible advocates of violence, they seem determined to isolate the
threatened all that is decent in our peace movement, from any kind of
society. They sometimes claim to be effective relationship with other
operating as anti-war agitators. But human beings.
.
we cannot end violence abroad by
This kind of reckless political
practicing it on each other here at action may be enjoyable for affluent
home. Indeed, the tactics of violence youth cut off from the real world,
only ensure a self-defeating but it is a grave injustice to those
counter-reaction that leads not to who seck an end to the war and
peace and justice but to conflict and misery. The irresponsible militant
repression.
"doing his thing" at a peace rally or
I regret that some radical youth in a courtroom is undermining those
leaders have lost CDntact with both dedicated to the long, hard effort to
reality and their own professed influence public opinion toward
idealism.
peace and justice.
Radical theoretician Tom
The Jerry Rubins and the Abbie
Hayden's recent remarks to the Hoffmans have done all right for
National Student Association themselves doing their own thing.
Congress, as reported in the They have made .themselves into
Washington Star of Aug. 19, 1970, nationally known personalities
illustrate the point.
t:omplete with lucrative fees. But
In glorifying the recent they had discredited in the public
kidnapping of a California judge mind legitimate efforts for peace and
which led to his death and that of justice.
three other people, Hayden endorses
I repudiate the tactics of the Jerry
the very barbarism that he professes Rubins and the Abbie Hoffmans.
to despise.
And I repudiate the foolish words of
In claiming that Panther leader Tom Hayden, spoken in praise of the
Huey Newton was released from California court tragedy and the
prison because of the guerrilla Latin American kidnap killers. Their
kidnappers of Uruguay and Brazil, antics betray the hundreds of
Hayden has gone beyond the limits thousands of concerned people,
of either reason or honesty.
· young and old, who havf' worked
Newton was released not because and talked and walked for peace and
of Latin American kidnappers, but justice. They betray those in public
because an American court gave him
the beneficial protection of our life who have invested their lives in
judicial system, and found error in the cause of a more humane and
peaceful society. And, they betray
his trial.
their own hopes for a more
The great weakness of many
world based on the
American radicals such as Hayden is harmonious
brotherhood of man.
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Su personfc Airliners Could
Critically Shorten The World's Fuel
Supply In 15 Years....

against my mild attempt to pass the
Styx of the reception desk, I had to
contend with Looney-McCabe's
charitable offer of seeing me next
day. Rehearsing this as-yet-uncast
Dr. Kildru:e part, cerberian Looney
kept condescendingly addressing me
by my first name-"Now David, why
don't you go back to an emergency
ward," etc. as if reprimanding
recalcitrant or bed-messing patients.
She took exception at my
prescription, arguing with a
misplaced sense of loyalty, "We
don't take orders from other
doctors." I had to return to my
department and ask for the good
offices of my chairman, who had to
personally intercede on my behalf.
Again, I doubt that this incident is
by itself of sufficient gravity to
warrant more than a brief glance by
our community. In the future,
faculty, workers or visiting
professors should know if they ever
need emergency aid while on campus
they ought to call the local police,
private ambulance, Sceresse or the
fire department. Our own Health
Center stiffened by rules that put a
stain on the forehead of the
University remains aloof and
inaccessible. If not understanding the
erosion of elementary humanism by
troglodyte bureaucracy, sueh people
are to be pitied; if they do, saddened
contempt may be just not enough.
David Stratman
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Nasser's death came at a time
of grea.t division in the Arab world when he announced he was
quitting. They celebrated wildly
he had tried to unite.
when he rescinded the decision.
Jordan has been torn asunder
Postal Clerk's Son
by a civil war between Palestinian
The
son. of a postal clerk,
guerrillas and Army troops and it
Nasser
was easily the most
was under Nasser's influence that
beloved
and
controversial leader
King Hussein and the guerrilla in the Arab world
in the modern
chief, Yasser Arafat, reached a
era.
He
seized
power
in Egypt
peace agreement Sunday.
with an Army coup that toppled
Nasser resigned as Egyptian
·-president after leading the Arab King Farouk on July 26, 1952.
Nasser was a young army colonel
world into the disastrous six·day at the time.
war with Israel in June, 1967, but
The immediate question was
he took back the post the next who
could take his place in Egypt
day. Egyptians wept in the streets and in the Arab world.

He did not immediately ..emet·ge
as Egypt's leader after the military
coup in 1952, but he was always
the prinCipal figure in the group
of officers who overthrew the late
King Farouk.
Nasser was Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Interior
from 1953 to 1954 under Gen.
Mohammed Naguib, who served as
first President after the coup.
Nasser became President in
1956, the siine year in which he
nationalized the Suez Canal,
seized Britain's Suez base and led
,Egypt's defense against an
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Imposed

by Curricula Committee

Standards Vacates Suspension
The disciplinary suspension of Jane
The violation of University
Hunt, student appealing a charge of regulations occurred when Hunt
records falsification, was stayed last allegedly forged the signature of a
night by Student Standards Committee professor in the physics and astronomy
(SSC) for the duration of the hearing of department to a drop-add slip last
the case.
April.
Hunt, suspended for one semester,
Hunt asserts she gave the unsigned
filed an appeal with the sse asserting slip to a member of the department's
her legal rights had been denied by office staff, and it was returned to her
proceedings of the faculty signed, presumably by the course
Subcommittee on Falsification of instructor, David King.
Records (SFR) as well as denying the
The head of the department
committee's finding of guilt. She is
explained
to the SFR his office staff
charged with falsifying the signature on
was not at fault and "King denies
a drop-add slip.
_
.
signing
the slip," Hunt said.
The SSC is scheduled to begm
She further charged in the appeal to
hearing the case Oct. 5.
the
SSC, that the SFR had "decided on ·
The suit, filed Thursday, charges the
SFR did not inform Hunt of her right my guilt before the hearing" and that a
to appeal the.decision on the charges to letter from the SFR chairman, Thomas
. the sse, the committee with appeal Christopher, dean of the Jaw school,
jurisdiction over "all boards imposing was her only notification of the SFR
discipline on individual students." It proceedings against her.
also asserts no "formal notice" of the
The SSC reinstated Hunt as a student
falsification charges brought against on a motion from the defense counsel,
Hunt were filed, contrary to procedures under a provision of the ASUNM
outlined in the ASUNM Constitution Constitution, (article 6, secti011 5} that
and the Regent's Statement of Policy. provides for "an automatic stay of
Tuesday, September 291 1970

disciplinary action until such an appeal
can be resolved."
The suit is being brought on the basis
of the provision of the ASUNM
Constitution (article 6, section 4)
stating "students brought before such
(disciplinary) boards must be informed
of their right and method of appeal"
and the section of the Regent's
Statement of Policy which states
"among the elements of due process
are ... notice of the charge filed, and a
hearing in which procedural rights of
the person charged are protected."
Hunt's counsel, Bill Pickens, termed
the earlier handling of the case "high
handed" and "inequitable."
Christopher had no comment on the
pending hearing when contacted by
The Lobo late last week.
The decision of the SFR was initially
appealed to Chester Travelstead, vice
president for academic affairs, _and
Hunt said she was later informed the
suspension was upheld. The usual
penalty imposed by the nil-faculty SFR
for fasification of records is
two-semester suspension.

invasion by British, French and
Israeli forces.
One of Nasser's great ambitions
was the unity of the Arab world
under his leadership. He realized
this dream in the 1967 war against
Israel only to see the armies and
air forces of Egypt, Jordan and
Syria defeated in a humiliating
war in which the Israelis seized
wide areas of all three nations.
Nasser's dream of Arab unity
first crystallized in 1958 with the
merger of Egypt and Syria into
the United Arab Republic. He was
elected· as the UAR's first
president. Yemen subsequently
joined the federation.
Merger Doomed
But the merger was doomed by
the differences which have always
plagued the Arab world. The
United Arab Republic as such
collapsed in September, 1961, as
the differences between the three
nations outweighed their
similarities. The name remained,
however.
A big stumbling block to unity
was always Nasser's belief in
socialism. It kept him from close
cooperation with Arab kings,
particularly Jordan's Hussein, and
King Faisal of Saudi Arabia.
Although the UAR failed in its
Ol"iginal conception, Nasser
himself triumphed. He was a hero
to millions throughout Africa and
Asia, an apostle of revolution with
a self-proclaimed mission to unite
the Arab, African and Islamic
nation.s under Egyptian
leadership.
.
Nasser proclaimed himself a
champion of nonalignment in the
East-West power struggle. His goal
was to keep the Arab world free
of domination by either the
Communist bloc or the West.
More often than not he was the
center of controversy-fighting
·British influence in the MiddJP
East, talking of war with Israel
and finally plunging into combat,
waging war in Yemen and
quarreling with the United States.
Nasser's political outlook was
somewhat left of center. His
relations with the Communists
were generally less rocky than
with the West, which he identified
with "imperialism and
colonialism."
Chief Benefactor
Since the 1967 Middle East
war, the Soviet Union was
Nasser's chief benefactor. He
made visits to Moscow, not so
much for medical treatment as to
woo the Kremlin into parting with
more arms and Russian manpower
for the struggle against Israel.
A tall man with sparkling blue
eyes and an infectious grin, Nas1er
was a civilian king in the hearts of
most Egyptians.
Millions of Egyptian school
children dutifully began their day
by singing:
"Nasser, we all love you; Nasser
We all cherish you, Nasser
We all follow you, Nasser
You are loved by all, Nasser."
His 19 52 revolution-as he
never tired of telling
audiences-swept a corrupt
monarchy from power, got British
troops out of Egypt and "broke
the arms monopoly" of the West
by acquiring Soviet arms.
At his death, he was graying at
the temples and maintained an
erect military bearing. He was as
personally austere as he was
politically flamboyant.
. ,,
A devout Moslem, he carefully
obeyed its rules of abstine11ce
from alcohol, although he was a
heavy smoker. He shunned the
extravagant ways of the Egyptian
monarchs he deposed-it was a
strong reason for his immense
personal popularity.
He and his wife Tahia, one of
the least·known first ladies in the
Western world, kept their private
life and their five· children
carefully private. He was a
grandfather.
Destroy Israel
'rhey lived in a cream·painted
suburban villa that served as
Nasser's working office.
(Please tum to page 7)

Indian Law Program
Gets Federal Aid

Top Raider/ Nader
Plans UNM Talk
On Ecology Issue
Ralph Nader, pioneer in the
consumer protection and ecology
movements, will speak Saturday
evening at 8:30 in UNM's Johnson
Gym.
Nader's topic will be
"Environmental -:n~rzatlfs: Man
Made, Man Remedied." He is the
first in a series of speakers
, sponsored by the Speaker's
Committee of UNM.
He has published articles on
such topics as contamination of
canned fish and was one of the
leaders in the attempt to stop the
Army from dumping nerve gas
containers into the ocean.
Tick e ts for the speech are
available at the Popejoy Hall box
office. Prices are $1.50 for the
public and $1 for non·UNM
students. UNM students, faculty
and staff members will be
admitted free.
The first issue of
''Environmental Reporter" (the
publication originally responsible
bringing Nader to UNM) will be
available at the event.

UNM Child Day Care Center

The Indian Law Program at
UNM is one of the most generous
minority scholarship programs of
its kind in the country. Over the
last four years it has provided
Indian students free books and
tuition plus an annual stipend of
$2400 plus $500 for each
dependent.
The program is administered by
the UNM School of Law. Funded
for the most part by the Office of
Economic Opportunity (OEO), at
present it supports 7 6 students at
various law schools across the
country, 12 of whom are at UNM.
Fred Hart, director of the
program, said he has been "very
pleased" with its success. "We've
had excellent response from the
students in the program. There's a
tremendous need at the present
for black lawyers, chicano lawyers
and Indian lawyers."
The program has two facets: a
summer session in which the
prospective students are made
aware of what law school involves,
. and the subsequent support of
those students as they go through
law school.
The summer session was
originally conceived as a remedial
program. "However," said Hart,

Ralph

Nader

..

ItS tillle
you looked
.Dlental retardation
square in the face.
The biggest enemy of this mentally retarded child is
ignorance. J?.Iain, old-fashioned ignorance.
Ignorance that says anyone who's mentally retarded
should be shut away.
Ignorance that says the mentally retarded always
have been and always will be burdens on society.
Ignorance that says the mentally retarded never can
learn enough to hold jobs.
True, there are some severely retarded children. But
the vast majority of them are like the youngst~r shown
here. Attractive. Friendly. Capable of being eL1ucated
and trained for jobs. Capable of living usefully and
happily.
But only if all of us treat them as much as possib!e
like other human beings. For the retarded can be ·made
much worse-or much better-by the attitude of those
around them. Families. Friends. Teachers. Recreation
directors. Employers. Everybody.
How can you help retarded youngsters get a better
b.reakinlife? Y.ou c. anfindouteam!yenough.
Simply write for the free booklet to The {
'%
President's Committee on Mental Retarda- ~ ' ~
tionj Washington, D.C.
~~sf."-~

"we abandoned that idea even
before we started. It wasn't
necessary. what we teach them,
instead, is some of the basic skills
needed in law school,"
The summer session emphasizes
written and oral expression
"advocacy," as the program calls
it. The students do not receive
credit for the courses, which
amount to about 12
semester-hours, but tuition and
books are free, In addition, they
receive a $500 living allowance for
the summer or $800 if they are
married.
After the summer session, the
students apply for regular
admission to any law school they
choose, with a recommendation
from the program.
The Indian Law Program is
expensive. The budget this year is
$500,000, one-fifth of which goes
toward funding the summe1·
session.
"It's one of the few federal
programs not receiving a budget
cut this year," said Hart. "In fact,
we got an increase of about
$100,000.,
However, OEO will not fund
the progmm after this year, and
funds for law school scholarships
are hard to come by. During an
average year, for example, UNM
has about $35,000 to use as
scholarship money for 215
students.
"But we're committed to this
program-we'll keep it going in
some form," said Hart. ''We may
have to forget the summer session
though."
The program is the only one
restricted solely to Indians in the
country, although there is another
similar program for minority
students, run by the Council for
Legal Education and Opportunity
(CLEO) and supported by the
Ford Foundation, The CLEO
program, however, does not
receive nearly as much money as
the UNM-administered program.
Any American Indian who has
completed three years of
undergraduate study may apply,
regardless of what their course of
study has been.
Admission to law school is
based on the undergraduate
record and the Law School
Admission Test, a test very much
like the SAT.

Lobo Photos by Bob Butler
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·ruesday. S<>pt. 2!l
I,as Gampanas: Uninn, rnont 2rl0·1>;
6:30p.m.
!1.1ortar Board: Uniun. rootn 2:n•.\;
6:30p.m.
Ar•t•nuntinr. Assn4: Union. room 129:
7:30p.m.
I\fountain£'ering Club; Union, roon1
250-B; 7:30p.m.
lnter•I-'raL<'rnUy Council; Uninn,
room 253; 8 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 1
A matt•ur Ita din Club; l•'erris
Engineering Genter, room 143-A; 7
p.m.
Blaclc Student Union, s~minar:
Unicm, south baUroom; 7 p.m .
.lo'riday, Oct. 2
l>'ilm Committe<', "Silent Comedy
Night", Union llwatrc; 7 and 10 p,m.
Saturday, Oct. 3
I~notball, UNM at Kansas; 1:30 p,m.
Film Committee, "BuUit"; Union
theatre; 7 und 10 p.m.
Speakers Committee, Itnlph Nader;
Johnson Gym; 8:30p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 4
Albuquerque Youth Symphony,
PopeJoy Hall: 4 p.m.
Film Committee, "Bullit"; Union
theatre; 7 nndlo p.m.
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The UNM Child Day Care
Center, still in its first week of
operation is desperately in need of
more paid professional help and
more money, says Louise Billotte
the center director,
'
At present the center is
ope rating with Billotte as
supervisor and coordinator a
secretary, two part time workers
paid from center funds and two
work-study students.
Parents pay $12 a month per
family for the use of the center
and are expected to help in their
free time. Billotte said "a few
parents had done more than their
share," but many were not
cooperating with the program.
Approximately 100 education
students will each be working two
hours per week as part of their
tutorial pro~am. Billotte added
parents were still expected to do
their share of the work saying
" vo I un t eers can only
. be counted
'
on up to a point."
The center has between 125
and 150 children enrolled and is
not equipped at present to
accommodate any more. They are
operating with a budget of
$15,000 jointly paid for by
ASUNM and GSA, The hot lunch
program which was hoped for was
not financially feasable and the
children bring sack Iun~hes from
hornE.',
. Dillotte is still nl'gotiating for
kitcllen facilities and catl'ring
services for the hot lunch
program, but has received littlt>
cooperation from thE.' food r.: _,' ,'
..'
services on campus. 'I'he "
Department of Agrirultur<> will
subsidizt> tlw pl'Ogram and providP L_.~_
cornmoditi(•s, but lhe C'ampus
food Sl'rvie<•s have reftts!'d to <·ook
with the :wvernment supplit>d
food.

c. .

_f}uc.a!L
.

.

\

HOURS: 8:30·5:30 M-F & 9:00·12:00 Sat.

PERSONNEL, INC ..

llOOKKJ.:EPim
At l<•nsL 1 Yr. oxn. in
fortnnJ booklcc>PPiti~, dottble
<'lllfY throUgh 1' & L,
)11ust do own typhur

ANIMAI, IIANIHJr-;It
Must PU!HJ rit!ld tJh:YRkt\1.
CJ<!nning, 1Htingj tcedlnr.f'XPrl'im(_•t.nl a n i m n. I s,

StC'ntl.v, p('rmnnent.
4:00. $a2G ncr tho.
~

I

J '

7:ao. .

No Registration Fee

Means Employment
Sec this srmce ·cnch Mondny
or Tuosdrty for New jo!).'l
ench weelt.
·

st·:cY.

AVl'rtlf.~(' typint~ & lir:ht
S~ U teq. Must hnvc- Hom("
r('('{tttt
office C'Xti. Brig-ht
. lllea.<:jing
&
)lersntlnlity.

I

sAt.r-:s TRAINta;;
I•~un time or part time.
N('ecl hmn with sni('S ori.entrd llC'r$tH\nlity. 'ViJI
trnitt, W<'sldf drnw nrmlnst

I

J!'d. f'nmmu:;c;mn.

WE GUARANTEE-PERSONAL AT-TENTION-LOW FEES

Tuesday, Sc~tember 29, 1970
JO'nge 3

. $ $ and Athletics

Agrees With Campus Unrest Report

Health Education

Heady Backs Commission

AtUNM:

The Boxscore
By SUSAN GLODT·STERN
to put in around $100,000 this
The best way to get through year.
college these days, at least for the
"The Booster money goes into
n,on·political, may be to take up scholarships and banquets for the
weight lifting and be recruited to players," Booster Director Bob
join the football team. Benefits Epstein said, "Leading
accrued by major varsity athletes businessmen and community
l' an g e
from prefer entia 1 mem hers campaign throughout
registration times to paid tuition the city in an annual fund-raising
and board.
·
drive to raise the money.''
For the last academic year for
Besides their fund-raising
which complete figures at'e efforts, the Boosters also afford
available (1968·69) UNM athletes the more valuable players other
on the average received more than kinds of assistance. "Sometimes
four times the scholarship money they would let us borrow a car,"
awarded on an academic basis to Jones said. "We got free meals all
other non-athletic undergraduates. the time and occasionally we
Over $400,000
would get clothing discounts and
A report from the office of things li!te that.
Lavon McDonald, associate
"The Boosters are really great.
director of student aids, revealed Some would even try to find your
that in 1968·69, 617 athletes girl friend a summer job," Jones
received $346,543 in scholarships added.
while only $472,619 was spread
Coaches and para-athletic help
around the remaining 14,200 also seem to benefit from the
sttldents on academic basis.
Booster's arrangement with the
Added on top of the athletic athletic department. Praminent

Boosters belonging to the New Coast after they conducted their
Mexico Automobile Dealers Assn. own fund-raising drive.
lend six or seven cars to the
Meanwhile, the "ball players"
department each year. These cars are flown to and from their games
are driven solely by the coaches or regularly.
by top athletic department
Incidents where .practicing
personnel since NCAA rules gymnasts or wrestlers are moved
prohibit giving such items directly from room to room because of an
to the athletes.
incoming speaker .or concert
Rampant Discrimination
scheduled in Johnson Gym are
But not all the athletic teams not infrequent. "The gymnasts are
are given such favorable told to get out because they are
treatment. Within the athletic not participating in a major
department the discrimination sport," Jones said. "They don't
that exists between the "money get half the money they need and
sports" such as bas!tetball and are shoved around constantly.''
football and the so-called "minor"
Even so, the "minor" athletes
inter·collegiates such as wrestling receive much of the preferential
and gymnastics is rampant.
treatment given to their comrades
Michael Wolk, a wrestler, said on the "major" teams.
his team travels only with great
Not So Appealing
difficulty-by car or by bus. Last
But if a fully paid tuition and
year the swimming team was room and board "contract" with
almost prevented from getting to $15-a-mo nth spending money
a. contest in Hawaii and only sounds appealing, the rigors,
finally
to get a1r pressures and infringement on the
transportation from the ___
.P.!.'tsonaL
makc-

m~naged
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the reality somewhat less
desirable,
Both Wolk and Jones said
expressions of a political nature or
eccentricity in dress may result in
a bench seat.
"We depend a lot on money
from the Boosters," Wolk said.
''They are conservative
businessmen and don't dig
athletes with long hair, We are
'encouraged' to keep it short.''
''The coach dominates your
whole personal life," Jones said.
"He ls in there telling you what
you can and cannot do.''
Added to this, of course, is the
time spent practicing.
But players are not only tapped
to perform in the arena.
"When recruits come you are
supposed to give up your
weekends and stay with those
kids," Jones declared. "If they tell
:vo~ .. to .. hl' ...a.t B!'lbs .. H~ss on· ·
Saturday morning to autograph
bask!'tballs, you'r!' tlwr!', You givl'
speeches at the Boys' Club or to
businessm!'n's lunclwons. And if
you give lhl' coach too much
hassle you'll bP sit.Ling on the>
sidelinl's."

costs, books and other items for a
total of well over $400,000 per
year paid out to "hire" students
to show the school's colors on the
playing fields.
Scholarships for athletes range
from a complete or "full ride"
grant·in·aid paying room and
Autographs
Wolk, who has bet>n appoin!NI
board, tuition and $15-a·month
to UNM's Athl<•tic Council, the
spending money to the partial or
govt•rning board for all
complete tuition-only scholarship.
By DAVE BRANDS
in ter-eollegiaie athl<•lics at tlw
Unlike most academic
"Keeping in mind there were
"Even when the new swimming University, wants mm·e political
While the University spends almost a half a million
scholarships which are awarded on
area is finished," Seidl!'r reported, fn•eclom. "I want BYU out of tlw
the basis of demonstrated need or over $400,000 on a small, select participants last year and it's not
"we will not have much more confPr!'nce," lll' said, "I don't
on a competitive basis, the group of athletes it spends less hard to believe that towel
than one-half the wat!'r (for think wt• can condom• including
athletic stipends are based than $53,000 on the recreational replacement and laundering alone
recwation)
for an averag!' school them. You'n• nut supposNl to gl•t
needs
of
over
17,000
other
primarily on the coach's
cost almost $2,000," Seidler said.
this size.''
recommendation. And the coach students, faculty and staff
politically acLiv<•. You can't Wt•ar
Of the total P"rticipants, Hunt
"The University of Illinois," black arm bands. But I would
is ultimately guided by how badly members.
To run an adequate intra-mural reported 60,000 m intramurals. Seidler continued, "is in the W<•ar one if it was all right."
he wants, or needs, the athlete.
and
recreation program for these The intramural program includes process of building an $11.2
VIP Program
For an ath!Pt<• thP word of lht•
million complt'x which will be
people
would take "at least 28 activities, from flag football to
But in addition to direct
pocket billiards, which is more
used for intramurals and coach is law. Sub UP pr<•ssun•s may
scholarship assistance, UNM's VIP $100,000."
That is the assessment of than many other college recreation alone. But we don't be <•xerted to keep it that way,
program for athletes includes the
availability of tutors to instruct in Armond Seidler, chairman of non-varsity programs provide, even have sufficient funds to run a but Jones f!'Pls iL is tlw
virtually every subject. "These UNM's health, physical education Hunt said. "Every broken squash proper program with the facilitil•s atmosphen• of sptlrls itself which
produces the brow bPalPn
tutors are arranged and paid for and recreation department. racket or lost tennis ball must also now available,"
"With the exception of UTEP, mentalit:V. "From !ht• tim!' vou
by the athletic department," Seidler, along with David Hunt, be accounted for. This is why my
Athletic Director Pete McDavid director of the University's job is all the more impossible with which has plans for more get invoivl'd with athletics inliigh
said.
recreational facilities, New Mexico school it is poundPcl into your
intra-mural and student-faculty such a minimal budget.''
is
at the bottom of the list in the !wad to take anything thl' coach
The tutoring program is recreation programs, both believe
WAC
for the amount of facilities tells you," Jom•s assert<•d. "But
$100,000
would
be
barely,
even
intended to be strictly an
it has available for its faculty and th<' oldPr you f!Pt llw harder it is
outs i d e·the·classroom assistance adequate because of the increased
to list!'n to him."
students," added Hunt.
program and abuses of the system enrollment this year.
Seidler
noted
the
insufficient
The present budget for the
appear to be uncommon. But they.
UNM a.ssistant baslwl ball c•oach
do occur.
budget for last year simply ran
intramural and recreation program
Norm
pn•wnts a
out in April. However, a special cliffet·entgiiPnbt•rg<•r
Larry Jones, a former UNM is nearly $53,000, a $7500
pieture of llw athiPlt>.
administrative manipulation
basketball player said, "As increase over last year. $10,000 of
provided !'nough to sc!' thl• He asserts lht> playc•rs an• not
freshmen, over half the team was that budget comes from ASUNM
recreationprogram through the "undc•r command," but that llwy
fees. But, Hunt believes, the
iJ1 a history course where we were
school year. Hl• said th<• program enjoy what Uwy do. R(•f<•rl'ing to
tutored. We got special test help increase is hardly enough to meet
could go in the red again this Y<'ar. tlw autographinl{ of haskPtbalb at
that the other kids didn't get, but the 14 percent increase in this
year's
enrollment.
"It might b<• likely that an BPIIas Ht•ss. EIIPnbt•rf!l'l' said, "Wt•
it only happened occasionally."
ext.ra $3 could be add<'d to tuition arpn't ~oing to takt.• advantagl' or
"The University of Wisconsin,
Pre· Registration
and fees in ordl•r to accommodate th<•:;<• young mPn. 'I'Iwy an•n 't
Jones also stated that "star a! though it has about 10,000
more students than UNM," Hunt
more peoph• with adcquatl! eommoditi<>s to o<'ll. 'l'lwy Pnjoy
athletes" had their tutors arranged
facilities if not only to more Pasily things like that."
for them by the athletic said, "allots almost $1 million to
its intt·amural and recreation
cover the costs of our pres<mt
department, but "if you're a
Ellc•nbPrger cont<•nds
program," Seidler explained.
bench warmer you get your own." programs per year.'' This is about
conformity is stressed for thP saki'
However, The Lobo asked John of the game. "WP .spend a lot of
Just in case the tutoring aid is $35 allotted per student and
faculty member at Wisconsin for
Perovich if the $3 fee was in fact, money t:o make evt•ryune
insufficient, athletes are also
extra-curricular recreation as
planned to be included within uniform," he said, "We don't
provided a service which most
regular tuition and fees. Perovich want to bring out individualism in
other students would relish: . opposed to about $3 for each
UNM student and member of the
registration early enough to
denied such a plan saying any way. You have to have them
faculty.
construction funds are handled by thinking (solely about) basl<etball
guarantee that they receive the
Seidler
explained
where
I;
he
the
UNM Building Committee on the court.''
right classes at the right time.
$53,000
goes.
He
said
it
will
pay
which
in turn, gets its funds from
"We always pre-registered,"
Paying the Bucks
the
state
legislature,
for
part
of
Hunt's
salary
(Hunt
is
Jone1; said, "We got our slips
Asked
about the militaristic,
also employed as a P.E. instructor,
"What is needed for an
"At present, there are several
early. . . and were allowed to get
non-democratic atmosphere of
five
graduate
assistants'
salaries,
adequate
intramural
program,"
other
priorities
that
have
used
up
into line first because we started
lifeguards' and supervisors' wages, Hunt added, "is one full-time
legislative appropriations'' athletics, head basketball coach
pqactice early." Actually the
game officials, some gymnasium director and at least one part-time
Perovich said. "These include' a Bob King replied, "You have to
process is not truly
staff
salaries,
intramural
supplies,
assistant.'' He said many other
new physics instructional have discipline. Though there are
"pre·r.egistration" since it does
women's intramurals and major colleges hire people just for
laboratory,
remodeling of areas in athletics which could be
not occur before any other
extramurals (women's varsity organizing such programs without
Johnson Gym, a building for made democratic. But basically
student is allowed to begin
sports), purchase of equipment having to teach on the side and
health sciences, a drama theater athletes have to know what is
registration.
and supplies, and intramural have substantially larger budgets
and a n€W well." He said a special expected of them, You couldn't
What does happen, however, is
trophies.
with which to work.
bond election has already compete if the team didn't know
that each athlete's registration slip
Both Seidler and Hunt said the
provided $1 million for the new what you wanted of them."
is stamped ''process for
Available facilities have also
budget not only covers the
King said he does not force any
registration" by- the registrar's activities and salaries during the proven inadequate for the swimming area to be located near
of his player& to wear his hair in a
University's size. Seidler PAid 20 Johnson gym, However, Perovich
office. He is then allowed to
academic year but salaries and
he hopes for a larger
particular style. "We are pretty
basketball courts were needed for said
proce"ed whenever he chooses
equipment replacement the
expenditure
for
UNM
from
the
tolerant,"
he said, "We are playing
size of last year's enrollme'nt
regardless of his original
year·round, Johnson Gym is
legislature
this
year
which
could
to
the
students
and adults. But, if
registration time.
closed only four days a year: (about 15,000) whereas only six provide more funds for the
you
don't
mako
the public happy
Use of a Car
Christmas, New Year's Day, were available; 20 handball courts
you don'(, get their backing and
UNM's Lobo Club, better Thanksgiving Day and Easter needed, four available, and 40 intramural and recreation
programs. But Perovich they pay the bucks.''
len own as the "Boosters," also
Sunday. Hunt guessed there were tennis courts needed with 12 concluded, "The present building
assists the athletes and the athletic
And that apparently is what
"nearly a half·million recreational available (which will be reduced priorities must be met before
department's coffers and expects
to eight when the new swimming
athletics, at least at UNM, is all
participants last year.''
more
recreational
facilities
can
be
complex is opened next year).
about. Earning-and spending-the
constructed."
Page 4
bucks.

The Intramural Story
17,000 Feel the Squeeze

NEW MEXICO LOBO

UNM President Ferrel Heady
issued a statement ye:>terda;
agreeing with the report by
President's Commission on
Campus Unrest.
"I am in agreement with the
major findings and
recommendations of the
Commission and find little to take
exception to in the report," he
said.
Heady commended the
Commission for avoiding a
simplistic explanation of campus
unrest and termed the report
"realistic and balanced."
Also issuing a statement was
Professor James Thorson, head of
the UNM chapter of the American
Association of University
Professors (AAUP). He said the

report will be controversial
because of "the careful balance
which the recommendations strike
between condoning violence on
the one hand and condoning
repression on the other.''
Thorson found the report to be
in accord with the principles of
academic freedom and with the
position of the AAUP on
academic governance and
institutional integrity. He added
''We have worked hard here in'
New Mexico to avoid violent
campus unrest and to a great
extent we have succeeded. The
few failures we have had compel
us to examine with great care the
report and its recommendations.''
Sherman Smith, vice president
for administration and

development, termed the report
''generally moderate and
constructive, with no surprises."
ASUNM President Eric Nelson
said he hadn't read the condensed
version of the report which has
been published to date in the
press, but he agreed with a
statement by Commission
member Joseph Rhodes Jr. that
violence was provoked by
administrative over-reaction to
campus disorders and that many
administrators are out of touch
with students.

Because of New Mexico's
growing importance as a health
center in the Southwest more
medical conferences and seminars
are being held and consequently
more are overlapping.
In an effort to remedy the
situation, the New Mexico
Regional Medica! Program under
the direction. of Mrs. Liz Barnett
has started a calendar listing all
health educatton programs.
The major plll"pose of the

calendar is to prevent major
medical conferences from falling
on the same dat;e, The calendar's
need is apparent since, at one time .
three major meetings on
orthopedics, epilepsy and kidney
stones, were scheduled on the
same dak•,
Any medical or health group
planning a workshop or seminar is
asked to contact Mrs. Barnett at
277-4907 or 277-2410 to
determine open dates,

menu:

Nelson expressed dissatisfaction
with the Commission's short stay
in Albuquerque, saying it could
only result in a "superficial"
report on UNM,

Student Independence Ruled Illegal
N.Y. Supreme Court Ruling Sets Pattern for Universities

Contemporary Social Movements
Monday, 7:00pm
Honors Center Lounge
Astrology
Monday, 7:00pm
Room 231 B SUB
Domestic Points of Rebellion
Mon. or Fri. 7:30pm
Room 231 C SUB
Dawn of a New Age
Honors Center Lounge
Mon. 8:00pm
Philosophical Gleanings
Tues., Thurs. 2:00pm
Honors C. Lounge
Figurative Painting/Drawing
2:30pm
Honors Center Lounge
Kundalini Yogi
johnson field
Wed. 7:00pm
U.S. and Latin America
Honors Center Lounge
Tues. 3:30 pm
Cosmic Awareness and Creativity
Tues. 7:00pm
Room 231 C SUB
Human Communication and Student Unrest
Honors Center Lounge
Tues. 7:00pm
Conversational Greek
Geol. 312
Tues., Thurs. 7:30pm
I Ching and Life
Tues. 7:30pm
231 D SUB
Military Involvement on UNM Campus
Tues 7:30pm
Newman Center
Movement Films

By NEILL E. SHANAHAN
Meanwhile, the Albany Student
In effect, the decision gave the
ALBANY, NY-(CPS)-The Press,
and the on-campus radio
board of trustees veto power over
independence of the Student
station WSUA, both funded by each expenditure line in the
Association of the State
Student
Association, announced Student Association budget,
University of New York at Albany
that
they
were considering effectively halting the
was declared illegal, and its
separate
legal
action, to raise in independent operations of student
operations effectively shut down,
federal
court,
the constitutional government and activities at
in a decision rendered Thursday
question
of
freedom
of the media Albany State.
(Sept. 17) in New York Supreme
from
suspension
by
the
board of
.Cuurt.
Judge Korman stated, "In the
trustees.
court's opinion, it cannot be said
The decision, handed down by
The editorial staff of the paper, that the officials in the university
Judge Harold E. Korman, was
however,
voted to continue have no voice or control ... since
regarded as widely significant,
operations
with
private donations appropriations may be made by
setting a precedent for all state
and with the backing of the the students only for the purposes
schools whose student
United States Student Press permitted by the Trustees.
governments operate with
Association's
newly created Legal
"Since the responsibility of the
mandatory student activity fees.
Aid and Continuance Fund. A administration and supervision in
The decision was the outcome of
spokesman for WSUA said the this area rests with the trustees,
a suit brought by two Albany
station
could only operate until appropriations or expenditures of
State students over th!'
Sept.
30,
without incurring the fund may not be made
<'Xpenditur!'s in 1969·70 for
further
debt
and therefore being without the approval of the
"political" matters such as
in contempt of court.
trustees."
transportation to Washington for
Justice Korman's decision was
the Vietnam Moratorium, the
widely rPgarded as a landmark.
creation of a free school and a
ThP decision makes it possible for
black cultural Wel'kend operated
any student in any
by the Third World Liberation
Front.
state-supported school to move
for a restraining order against his
J u dgl' Korman enjoined the
own student government,
university and tht• Student
providing that government funded
Association leaders from
j
itself through a mandatory
permitting any further
activity tax. According to this
l'Xpenditur!'s to be madt! or for
precedent, any .such student
any d(•bts to be incurred until the
2:30 Wed.
Honors Center Room H
!'Xpenditure not approved by the
Board of Trustees had reviewed
Socialism and Soc.-Ec. Reform in Lat. Am.
board of trustees would constitute
and approved the budget. '!'here
Wed. 7:00pm
Honors Center, Room H
illegal use of funds. There are 60
was no indication when such
state
universities,
colleges
and
approval would be obtained, if at
Appreciation of Music Through the Ages
centers in the New York system,
all.
Wed. 7:00pm
3026 Gen. Stillwell NE (call)
In a related development during
The action immediately
War
Christ
and
the
same
week,
Comptroller
affected !'Wry student activity at
Arthur Levitt Sl'nt a letter to
Albany Stat!', including
Wed. 7:30pm
Honors Center, Room G
Chancellor Boyer rescinding his
int!'rcollegiate sports, club
The first day of the five-cent 1968 guidelines which prohibited
Mass Media; Uses and Possibilities
activities, dances, concerts and the intra-campus bus service,
Op<'ration of the student nPws yest!'rday was not very successful. any interference with Student
Wed. 7:30 prn
Honors Center, Room G
Association funds by university
ml'dia. Most signifieant.ly, it
"It was kind of a thin day, I authoriti!'s. He called on
The
Uses
of
Force
plaeed a studl•nt gowrnment in don't think very many students
lh!' unusual position of faeing know where t.hf.' north campus is," individual campuses to set up
Thurs. 2:30pm
Honors Center Lounge
compiPtl' or partial control by !lw Tom Hogg, ml'mber of the guidelines for student
While Two Small Virgins ....
expenditures, and to check their
Board of Trust!'t'S.
campus planning committee expenditures with those
'l'hl' CPntral Cuun;:il of the explained.
Thurs. 3:00pm
Room 253 SUB
guidelinPs.
Stucl(•nt Association has d!'clan•d
"Only 10 pl•rcent of thP
Orthodox Ref. as a Dying lnstit.
such a position untenabl!', and parking lot was ust•d. Next year
Thurs. 7:00pm
Honors Center Lounge
called upon the Board of 'l'ntsll•Ps ther!' will hE' fn•p pilrking in the
to approve the budget ~all or north lot if there is Pnour,h
Life
nothing, David NPUfPld, presiclt>nt r!'sponse to thl' bus st>rvicP," Hogg
Room 250 B SUB
Thurs. 7:00
of Student Association, said.
announced plans for an immediatP
Carrot juice and the Revolution
Three buses run from the
appeal. HP directPd Student parking lot on the north campus
Honors Center Lounge
Thurs. 7:00pm
Association lawyl'rs, afler a on 20-minut(• routes, between 8
Violence Vs. Nonviolence
unanimous vote from the Central a.m. and G p.m. Express buses run
Council, to start legal pt·occedings evet·y 3-and-one·half minutes
TRANSCENDENTAL
Thurs 7:30pm
Newman Center
in the state appellah• court. during th!' early morning rush
MEDITATION
jesus of Nazareth
Neufeld, along with Louis J. hours, 8-9:30.
as taught by
Benezet, president of SUNY
"There have been nothing but
Thurs. 8:00pm
253 SUB
Albany, and Ernest Boyer, favorable reactions from studPnts
MAHARISHI
Racism and You
chancellor of the enth·e state who rode the shuttle," a bus
MAHESH
system, scheduled a me!'ting in an driver told The Lobo. "About 70
Sat.
(call 247-1162)
YOGI
effort to release the funds, students too!t this bus today. I
Tran.scendeutal
pending the appeal. Indications guess it sure beats taking a
Meditation
-All classes open-All welcome
were that Benezet might assume 30·minute walk from the lot to
is
a natural
personal liability, and allow all the other side of the campus."
-Please inform Amistad of room changes
spontaneoUS/
expenditures to be made in his
The parldng lot on the north
-New
Courses welcome-by Oct. 11
technique which
name, pending the outcome of the campus is located on Lomas and
allows
each
appeal.
-Info; Amistad 277-5826, 277-5720
Yale and has about 900 spaces.
individual to
-Catalogues Available
expand his
-Look for more stuff on more stuff
conscious mind
and improve
all aspects
I-IA1110 MADE
of life.
SCENTED
CUSTOM ORDERS
Introductory Seminar

UNM
Bus

Stop

***********

CAIDLE8
FRAMII\IG
MATTII\IC

QUALITY CUSTOM WO.RK

i07 MESA S.E.
ALBUt.yUER(\!UE: 1\lM

Tuesday, September 29, 1970

October 1, 1970
8:00p.m.
SUB Rm. 250 D

UNM
STUDENTS
INTERNATIONAL
MEDITATION SOCIETY
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KU, Lobos Vie Saturday;
Rodgers, Riggins Ready
By ROGER J. RUVOLO
They've been thinking about this
A year and one day ago this
one for a year. They have all the
Saturday the UNM football team
psychological advantages. There's
trotted out onto the field at
no question that they're going to
University stadium. They were
be well prepared." Those were the
riding a 21-game losing · words of UNM head coach Rudy
streak-one of the worst in the
Feldman during yesterday's press
school's history, and they were
luncheon. "After last year's
going to face Kansas that
disappointing season they're going
afternoon.
about the season with renewed
dedication. Their technique and
The Lobos won, 16-7, to break
that losing streak and start one for
execution is better," said
Feldman.
the Jayhawks, one that for them
lasted the rest of the season.
Last week the .Jayhawks put
Kansas coach Pepper Rodgers
the skids to Syracuse, 31-14 in
stood in awe for a few minutes
Syracuse's home opener; the
before ambling into the dressing
victory brought the KU season
room. Ever since that day
record thus far to 2-1. Lobo coach
someone in Kansas has been
Jerry Summerville said that "their
thinking about the Lobos,
defense improved at Syracuse over
the first two games." Summerville
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII/IIIIIIIII/JIJIIIIII/IIIIIIIIIIIII/IIIIIIlii/11/11/1/11111111/IJIIIIIIIIIII/IIIIIII/11111/IJII/1/IJI
also said that the KU stru:ting
quarterback Dan Heck, a junior
college All-American from a
California JC last year, is a good
runner (especially the option),
and passer, and that Kansas had
some top-flight receivers.

Lobo
Scouting
Report

.

1//IJ/JI/IIlllli/JIIIJIIII/IIIIlllllllllllll!llll!lllllll/11/lli!IIII/IJIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU

Rodgers, now in his third year
at KU, has turned in three
completely different season
records. He began his career with
a 5-5, followed with a 9-2
(including a 15-14 Orange Bowl
loss to Penn State), and last fall
dropped to 1-9. An eight-game
losing streak ensued after his loss
toUNM.
"Kansas is going to be tough.

Included among those
top-flight receivers Summerville
talked about are senior Ron
Jessie, juniors Xerk (cq) White
and Lucius Turner and sophomore
Marvin Foster. Commonly called
the "wide-outs", these four men
form the team's speed crew that
should help the defense guessing.
Also on offense, senior fullback
John Riggins, (6-2, 230) figures to
be a prime All-American
candidate, after gaining almost as
much in two seasons as two of

Nasse,~

(Continued from page 1)

Over on defense, Kansas looks
to be as formidable as any team
the Lobos will face this season.
Senior defensive tackles Karl Salb
(265) and Bob Tyus (283) figure
to be giving the UNM offense its
inside difficulties, while defensive
ends Steve Carmichael (229) and
sophomore Gery (cq) Palmer
(245) hope to contain the outside
plays. Carmichael is almost fully
recovered from a knee injury
sufi;'ered last season, and now is
serving as a co-captain this year
along with offensive tight end
Larry Brown (225).
Summerville, who attended last
week's Jay hawk game in Syracuse,
cautioned that if the Lobos go
into the game over-confident, the
outcome might not cause the
most pleasant post-game
atmosphere.

Game time is scheduled for
1:30 p.m., central daylight time,
meaning about 12:30 p.m. for
Albuquerque listeners. The game
will be played in Lawrence, Kan.

,e

Rodney Wallace

Coach Picks Henry,
Wallace For Honors
It was a happy occasion
A somber point was that split
yesterday when Rudy Feldman end Lester BPllt', who was injured
confronted the press at tlw in the first half Saturday aftN·
weekly press luncheon at the mal1jng his st•cond of two diving
Downtowner Motel.
catches, suffered a shoulder
Coming off the first Lobo sepuration and underwent surgl'ry
victory of the season, a stunning Sunday. He is expected to miss
34-28 upset of the Utah Redskins, the remainder of the season. "We
the meeting was held with a much had hoped that (Tom) McBee
more jovial air than the previous would bt• ready to play by now,
one.
but he hasn't been given medical
"We were really fortunate in a clearance," Feldman announced,
sense," Feldman said, "in that McBee has not played yet this
they were given such a big season due to an infection on the
build-up in the papers. Then when sltin covering his heart.
they went out ahead 21-3 in the
Asked about the fumbles,
first quarter, the (Utah) players
Feldman said that some of them
began to think all the predictions
resulted from spirited running by
were right and they let down. We the backs.
gained momentum and scored on
three consecutive series and after
that we just kept the pressure

Saturday's Stats

on .. ''

A
The Lobos roared back to a Rushing
Net TD
20 139 2
31-21 halftime lead and held on Scarber
Henry
19 208 1
for their win which gave the team McCall
15 119 0
Long
a tie for the WAC leadership with
16
46 1
Gallagher
Arizona State.
3
9 0
Fuller
1
-3 0
Also we were fortunate because
we had 130 yards in penalties, Passing
A
C Int. Yds.
fumbled the ball away five times Long
16 9 2 130
and had two passes intercepted," Receiving
he continued, "and usually when
No. Yds. TD
you make those kind of mistakes, Belle
2 63 0
you lose. We were able to offst>t li1u1Jl't
1 15 0
Ilenrv
1
the mistakes by being able to }t"rattc1.yk
6 0
1 28 ()
move the ball and playing fine Searbcr
1
·6 0
defense." Feldman noted that the Defense Leaders
Redskins we~e only abll' to
UT A'l' I•'It J> D Int.
accumulate 91 yards in loLa! Morrison
1
3 0 0 1
Marl:hum
4
2 0 0 1
offense in the second half.

lto•s
Bucknrr

Intramural Deadline

Watch out for the other guy!

The deadline for entries for
intramural paddleball doubles is
tomorrow at 1 :30 p.m. All entries
should be turned in at the
intramural office, room 13,
Johnson Gymnasium.

2
1
0

10

0 1 0
0 0 0
Fr<'denb<•rr.
1 0 0
Gnill£!S
2
() 0 0
Sitlwwslti
:J
0 1 0
W nlluer
l
1 3 0
I>'cnnel
2
2 0 1 0
Kt•y: A~-attcmpts; 'fD ~touehdown;
C- -<'omJllf.1tions; U'l'--unu. ssistrd ta<'ldt';
A1'"'ll!l,sl~ted taclth•; fo'R~tumbl<•
rPc'overy; PD+-pass d~!lection;
ln1.--intcrccpticm.
r;
7
6
r,
II

Coloring

Ben's Barbershop

Straightening

&

Men's Fu11 Wigs

IIairstyling

255-4371

Ron, Tom, Ben At

Publis:hod to
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Hvos in cooperation with The Advertising Council and the National Safety Council.

.

Sell the HARD TIMES,
Albuquerque's newest newspaper. Sample earnings from last edition: $17, $10.50
and $14.00 oil in about 3 hours. Sec us outside the north entrance al tho Union.
Thursdny.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RA'fES: 7c per word, 20 ·word. mjnj ..
mum ( $1.40) por time ru!'• IC ad is. to
run five ar more <'Onsc-cubvco day!; With
JJO chnniT<'3 tht• rat~ i'; retlurcd to ili'J•cr word and thf." minimum number (Jf
wordo to 10.

255-4371
___._.._,_

NEW MEXICO LOBO
.:

.•

WHERE: J ournnlism Building. Room
15~). n!tt"rnoons preferably or rnail.

Clnssiliod Advertising
UNM P.O. Dox 20
Al~uqucrque, N,l\1, 87106
TERMS: Pa.yment must be mad~ In full pdor to insertion or advertisement.

I

Can1pus Elriefs

Art Contest
The Mineral Wells Art Assn.
will sponsor a juried art exhibit
Oct. 3 and 4 in the pavilion of the
Crazy Water Hotel, Mineral Wells,
Texas.
Artists are invited to enter their
work in any medium. Registration
begins at 5 p.m. Friday, Oct. 2.
Artists who do not belong to the
Mineral Wells Art Assn, must pay
a $1 entry fee per entry, with a
limit of three works per artist.
For further information
contact Mineral Wells Art Assn.,
Box 1135, Mineral Wells, Texas.
76067.

At 4:30 p.m., also in room 116
of the geology building,
Shoemakcn will lecture on
"Geological Results of the Apollo
Missions to the Moon."
Both lectures are free to public
and are being sponsored by Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, the honorary
geological fraternity at UNM.

pharmacy department, will
prest•ni a paper about the
devt>lopment of the clinical
pharmacy program at UNM.
Stahl's paper is about the> possible
llt'W roles of the pharmacist in
rural or ghetto areas.

Scholarship Award

Cheryl Yeakel, a senior in the
College of Education has been
High Holy Days
awarded a scholarship ·by the
The Jewish community of Bernalillo County Parent-Teacher
Albuquerque invites UNM Jewish Association.
students to participate in High
The scholarship is awarded
Holy Days ceremonies in area annually to a senior or junior
synagogues. Ceremonies will be planning to teach in New Mexico
conducted at Temple Albert elementary schools.
'
(reform) at 1006 Lead S.E. and
Miss Yeakel, a native of
B'nai Israel Synagogue Quakettown, Pa., will be a
(conservative) at 415 Cedar S.E.
teacher-intern at Kirtland
Elementary School in
Ski Club
Albuquerque next spl'ing.
The UNM Ski Club will meet
Thursday evening at 7 in the
Union Theater. Officers will be
CAMPUS LAUNDRY
elected and ideas for ski trips will
and CLEANING
be discussed. Dues are $3.
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry

Pharmacy Papers
Two members of the College of
Pharmacy, Carman Bliss and
Kenneth Stah, will present papers
at a meeting of the American
Association of Colleges of
Pharmacy this weekend in
Honolulu.
Bliss, dean of the UNM

Sebring I lair
Design for l\'lcn

Geology Lectures
An illustrated lecture about a
century-old geological expedition
to the Grand Canyon entitled "In
the Footsteps of John Wesley
Powell" will be presented on Oct.
9, 8:30 p.m. in room 116 of the
geology building.
Eugene M. Shoemaker,
chairman of the geological
sciences department at California
Institute of Technology, will
presl•nt the lecture.
Two years ago Shoemaker
made a trip similar to the one
made by Powell and tt·aced the
explorer's footsteps
photographing many of the most
interesting features.

I
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Expert Long Hair Design
~o l';cts, Gels, Laqucr
Sprays, II cat, or Other
Siss\' Put Ons

For Appointment Cal/
:l)5·0 I (j(i

A1·c. S.E.
Hlk. Jo:a.st of San ?\Iatecl)

Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247..0836

l<eep up on
current
affairs
the easy way
Read the Pulitzer Prize
winning Christian Science
Monitor. Rarely more than
20 pages, this easy-toread daily newspaper gives
you a complete grasp of
national and world affairs.
Plus fashion, sports, business, and the arts. Read
the newspaper that 91%
of Congress reads.

--------Please send me the Monitor for

rJ 1 year $26
0 6 mos. $13
0 3 mos. $6.50
[J Check or money order

enclosed

0 Bill me
name•-~--------

street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'j<;Oof Ccttlral

(1

city·----------st~tc•------- Z i P - -
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1)

PEitSO!Il ALS

;i'HI•: rX)iici .. i~ dnin~ :~-:;to;;-~~~ GaY r~n;.
If you nr<'- J.':'HY nnd fr<>J lilw talld:ut
ahout it. plc•as1 1 l'nll R"arnh nt 277·4202.
aft(•r 5 p.m. to !Wt nn nppoiutnwut. All
in(urrnntiun will hP ronfldl•ntinJ.
WI~- WANT tn puldL<I; yv~r [,tl;(;;ti;.",
ttnittU<• nnd oris:dnnl Cr(lntions ~ ~ :Uw
'fhundC'rlJird lih.•rnry and art mmmzpte.
lh•:ullitu• Ort. 30. Hm. 205, .Juurnah~m
Bldg. 10/5
J~'fii·~Ncu 'Tn'dv ~ircrs prjvntc! nntl v.rour,
FrenC"h in~trurtion. IoJxrl'llent teurhing
rf'(C'r<"rtrrs from State and DC'Icnsc DC<J>ar!montN. 265-8638,:- 10/fi :-:-:-,-:::;MATH. Mnjor needed. To t~ulor Mnth 121.
Cnll R42-6959. 10/5
WANTI~D

People inlcrC'slcfl in Uoncimr.
to tryout; for UNM Folk Dunce Group.
No t'X)iericnrc necesSary. Come l Oct. G.
6:30 p.m., Johnson Gym, Room 184.
10/6
TWO Dl~DROOM house In country, ten
minutes from rnmpus. Will trudc with
Homconc with house ne11rer to campus.
242-7193. 10/30

2)
LOST & FOFND
j, Cl_S_ ;r : I.ADIJ·:s!tim WALT,J>T

-~-~- ·~

nnd

t.ohnnn'(' JHlr~r. Zimmc>rrnnn Library. Gen ..

<'Tfm~·rrwar1l. PH.ICI<!- -2!l!l-1404. !J/29_ ~
GClLDTli~- oiiJ), ;~;i-ili.Is nJ;iii: Call
277-·15!i3. Rf:i\a,.·ard. 10.71

Lmn:

---~---

3)

--

-

--

--~------~~~

~~--

SEUVICES

1UG9· TRIUMPH 650cc TR-6. Excellent condition. $925. 247-8587. 10/1
1UGG TRIUMPH. Recently painted, new
tires. $950, 842-8960 niter 8. 9/30
'rlRED OF PARKING tickets? Buy n motor
scooter I Cnll Rny nt 277-4943 or 243-7247.
9/30

6)

FEMALFJ STUDENT nE<!dcd. Hou•elteeping
services in cxchungc for room/bonrd in
UNM professor's home. 268-0108. 9/29

YOUNG LADY to do housework nnd help
me raise orchids. Must be responsible
nnd willing to! cnrn. 255-2415. ·10/6
NEED 20 MEN NOW PART TIME.
$1.1i0 plus <ommission. Potter/Patterson
Personnel, 5905 Marble NE. Call Don
Pn!terson.265•8751. 9/29

LOST&FOUND

·LOST: A WHITE leather wnllot with valuable identlflcntlon, student In nnd
drivor's license, REWARD. Cnll 256·
0688 nfte•· 5 pm. 10/2
F<iti'Nn: expcnslv;·~l"'te-m-=-lrt""='L-o-;:P:-o-sn-:dn Dinirlg Hntl Sundny Sept, 20, lunchtime. Cnll
277·4791 to Identify, D/30

llEt.OW WHOLESAt.FJ !965 Cros,, Country
VB. $695 or offer. 268-5080 evenings,
Clcnn. 9/30
_

Box 125, Astor Stati~n
Boston, Massachusetts 02123

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

FOUSALE

I•'REE Old 'l'own rnnp. Hnndloomcd
fabric3, vonchos (men and women's) 1
blnnkets~ ru~s. Cnsn Guntemnln, ,01d
Town. I•'inest Central. South Amcn~nn
lrrtports. 10/12

CHIQSTIAN SCIENCE
MONITOR'",

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

265-3969 alter 9 PM. 9/33

5)

THE

---

255-1212. 1 0 / 2 = = ; ; : ; - - - - - - -

TillS IS nn advertisement for ndvertlscments.

~

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BuI LDING other locati~ns. in Winrcx:k Ceo.ter,
National Butldong & 120 Modena NE

4)
FOR RENT
J,~j.;MA-i~i·1 to ~hnrc two-bedroom house?. Cnll

200 USFJD TV's nil styles. $11i up. 441
Wyoming NE. 251i-5987. 10/9

~

kopy korner

FAST""~:xPEitT 'f::Y:::P:::I::N-::G::
•.--::D::-is-·s-cr7tn-:t7io-n,
man'ust>ript, LC'('lmirnl, Ct<'. Cathryn need.

PRIVATE st~dio or uroup rates nvnilnble
lOr univeraity atullcnlq wishing t.o hnprovc
techniques In figure photngrapby.l'1I0TO
ART I,EAGUE-268-0947, 10/1
DASid MODEf,JNG classes nvnllnblc nt spccfnl rntcs for university students interested in a modeling career or vcrsonnl improvement. MADEMOISELLE
MODELING AGENCY, 268-7084, 5 to
6 pm. 10/1

2)

Your Service

---------.......:.-.......______
2914 Central S.E.

pushers wanted

COMPLETE MIRAGE nnd cover now in.
Pielt up in Rm. 205, Journnliom Dldg.
MARRIED S'rUDI;NTS HOSPl'l'AL IN- ·
SURANCE. Up to $400 for maternity.
For htformntioll phone 242-1217. 10/6
THUNDERBIRD-UNM's creative lit.rnry
n.ncl nrt mngnzine-'-"now accepting staff
nppflentlons. Rm. 205 Jt>urnnlism Dldg,
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
ln by 3 p.m. to run the following dny.

For Appointment Call

• • •

Nasser was born in Alexandria
Jan. 15, 1918, He was the first of
three sons of postal clerk
Abdel-Nasser Hussein. After his
mother died in 1925, he was sent
Danforth Fellowships
to school in Cairo,
Students who have a serious
interest in college teaching as a
His revolutionary fervor dated
from childhood when he began
career are urged to inquire about
leading student strikes, riots and
the Danforth Graduate
Fellowships.
demonstrations against the British
occupation forces, Once he was
If you are less than thirty years
clubbed by an Egyptian of age and plan to study for a
policeman-the wound left a Ph.D., you may be eligible for the
lifelong scar on his forehead.
fellowship award. Contact the
He entered military college in local campus representative,
Dudley Wynn, at the Honors
March, 1937, and graduated as an
infantry second lieutenant in Center. Application deadline zs
1938. He began working for the Oct. 9.
army revolution-seeking out
among fellow officers the men
Research Lecture
.
who shared his sense of a "sacred
Gerald D. Nash will give UNM's
duty" to save Egypt.
16th annual Research Lecture at 8
He said Feb. 4, 1942, marked p.m. Oct. 5 in the Kiva. Nash's
the actual starting point of his topic will be "The American West
organization for the revolution. in the 20th Century." He will
On that day, British tanks broke describe the effects the West has
into Abdin Palace to force King in setting patterns later followed
Farouk to appoint Britain's choice by the rest of the nation.
for prime minister. Although
opposed to Farouk, Nasser and his
Las Campanas
followers felt the incident was an
Las
Campanas, the junior
insult to the nation.
women's
honorary will meet
He immediately began
Tuesday,
Sept.
29 at 6:30p.m.
recruiting men for a "free
"Professor
of
the Month," will
officers" movement which later
be
chosen.
Anyone
having
was expanded through secret cells
nominations
is
asked
to
leave
and eventually took over Egypt.
them in the Campanas box
upstairs in the Union.

Although his political credo
outside Egypt aimed for the
destruction of Israel, Nasser at
home opted for a socialist
economy and promoted social
reform and industrialization. He
made dents, if not spectacular
progress, in Egypt's ages-old
poverty.
The 1956 Suez debacle, in
which he SUl'Vived an
Anglo-French-Israeli invasion, was
perhaps his most spectacular
success. It was the event that
catapulted him to world
prominence. Suez became a
symbol and rallying point for the
"Third World" emerging nations
in their drive toward
independence.
In the 1967 war, the Suez
Canal was Nasser's last
battleground. His Egyptian forces
backed by Soviet arms and
manpower, held the West bank,
On the East bank were the
Israelis. On Aug. 7, he and Israeli
Premier Golda Mier agreed to a
.90·day cease-fire across the
embattled waterway.
Suez was not his only moment
of grandeur. Nasser ousted the
corrupt kings, then ovt>rsaw the
departure of British troops that
had occupied Egypt for 7 <! years.
When he signed an arms deal with
Moscow, Egypt overnight became
one of Africa's leading military
Fine Arts Increase
powers.
UNM students are increasingly
When the West rebuffed his turning toward the fine arts.
request for help in building the
While the University's
Aswan Dam on the Nile, he enrollment is up 14 percent the
tunwd to the Krl'mlin. It was a College of Fine Arts' four
major propaganda victory for the departments show an increase of
Russians.
32 percent.
Failures •roo
Greatest gains have been
There wert' failures. Besid('S thl.' registen~d by the architecture
disastrous 1967 Middle East war, department which has enrolled 36
when Nasser failed to make good percent more students than last
on his threat to turn Israel into year. Music followed by 32
"sl'as of fire and rivers of blood," percent, with non-major classes up
he saw the 19n8 union with Syria 80 percent.
collapse after three years.
Art and drama followed
His efforts to unify the Arab architecture and music
world were undermined by respt>ctively with one course in
dissension and distrust among his contemporary art showing an
f(•llow Arabs.
increase of 15 0 percent.

KU's top three all-time rushers
have gone in three. Charlie Hoag
and Donnie Shanklin both own
records of almost 2000 yards, but
should see their marks beaten by
Riggins who already has about
1700 yards in two full seasons and
three games. Riggins only needs to
average about 110 yards a game to
surpass Gale Sayers' rushing
record of 2675. Riggins has had
games of almost 200 yards, both
in his sophomore campaign.

But she doesn't know it. Sue's a good driver. And assume the right-of-way Make defensive drtvrng
that's the trouble. You've come to trust her over the pay off by practicing it every second of every minute
years ... but really, you can't. Because even the best you're behind the wheel. It takes extra effort-but
drivers end up in some of the worst accidents.
that extra effort's worth it.
Drive defensively, and you won't end up on the
The forty-nine thousand people who died on
receiving end of some other driver's mistake ~our highways last year would be the first to
~
agree. If they could.
·
or sudden move. At intersections, never

Dead

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢

per word if same ad runs five or more consecOtive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:

I. Persona Is

2. lost &. Found

3 Services

5. For Sale

6. Employment

7. Misce11aneous

4. For Rent

EMPLOYMENT

FEDERAL JODS AVAII,ABLE. Send fol'
eomprehcnsivc brochure whtcb ,cross ..
tcfercnc:cs your rnnjor
degree W1lh Jlll
Fodera) job opportumttes. World wtde
or locnl employment nvnilnble. Send $2.00
to American Services, 1.2444 Ventura '
nlvd., Studio City, Cnllf., 91064. 9/30
MALE PART·TIME hell;,. Apply in person
nt Der Wicnersehnitzel, 5810 Mennul. 9/30
AD SALESMEN AND WOMEN wnnkd,
Cnll Sl<ip nt 2Gii-6560. 26% commission.
9/30
•

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING----

.or

7)

ENCLOSED$_ _ __

PLACED BY~----......:..~--:----

MISCELLANEOUS

USED liOOit SALE-Town lfnll, Coron·
ndo Center. Frl.•Snt. Oct. 2, 3. 10/2

TUI!Sday, September 29,1970
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against Israel in the past weeks,
brought on by differing views on the
direction of the war, and manifested
in Palestinial'l guerrilla 'plane
hijackings. Despite the heavy-handed
American scare tactics of moving
U.S. troops into the Mid East zone,
all attempts at getting all concerned
parties to the peace conference
tables seemed doomed.
One of the reasons for imminent
dissolution of peace negotiations was
Israel's refusal to deal with the
Arabs. This action left the United
States in an awkward position
be cause of the supposedly close
relationship between the two

Editorial:
Speculation
on the
Mid East

countries. The second reason for the the manner of world politics,
delay was world-wide scramb!!ng to everyone will be polite, because no
get captured victims of hiJacked one is yet ready to openly make a
airliners out of civil war-torn Jordan. play for the pr.o~inent seat Nasser
But when Nasser became held in Arab pohtws.
instrum~ntal in bringing about last
Negotiations could take a turn
week's cease fire agreement, there toward peace because of the shock
were hopes that the Arab nations of Nasser's death, ?r they caul? take
could get it together long enough to a turn toward contmued war without
talk peace.
Nasser's peaceful influence.
With· Nasser's death come several
These of course, are unanswerable
possibilities for the future. of the M~d theories 'about the effects of Nasser's
Eastern war. All nations mvolved m death on the Mid East. His death will
the Arab coalition will probably send undoubtedly change the Arab-Israeli
delegates-of high rank-to Nasser's situation is some way; what that way
funeral, so the Israelies don't get will be is at this time unforseeable.
wind of a possible Arab split. And, in
Sarah Laidlaw

N

-----"

M

Egyptian President Gamal Abdel
Nasser's death yesterday
undoubtedly is eliciting response in
diplomatic circles from. Washington,
D.C. to Tel Aviv. Some diplomats are
weeping and bemoaning the future
of the Arab-Israeli war, while others
are jumping (very privately and very
quietly) for joy. Whether groaning or
jumping, peace negotiators facing the
uneasy situation in the Mid East will
feel the effects of Nasser's death in
all future dealings.
A widening breach has been
appearing within the Arab coalition

E

X
hard to ·believe that all the idiots are
over in the admin. building.
As for representation of political
groups at orientation, why not, after
the apolitical stuff has been
presented, say that the next few
hours will be devoted to the political
scene on campus, and that anyone
who wants to leave, can?
William S. Hirsch

Letters:
Orientation Controversy
To the Editor:
About the Great Freshman
Orientation Controversy:
The two main things that turn me
off about the new student handbook
are:
1) In the administration-run
services section, the order of
presentation is in almost every case:
first, all the lousy things about it,
and then, a few paragraphs down,
the good things, if the good things
are mentioned at all. Reverse the
order, and the book might not be
such a morale buster.
services (M.A.S.H., the Free U, etc.)
are presented as being
oh-so-groovy-in-every-way, quite
unlike the way the administration
services are treated. Now I find it

SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (UPI)denounced Sen. George S.
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew,
McGovern,
(D·S.D.), as a leader of
calling it' "pablum for
the
Senate's
"liberal radicals" and
permissivists," delivered a scathing
administration denunciation of called for defeat in the November
elections of Sen. Quentin N.
the Scranton Commission's report
Burdick, (D·N.D.).
on campus unrest Tuesday, He
"To lay responsibility for
said it tried to make President
ending
student disruptions at the
Nixon a scapegoat while making
doorstep of this President-in
excuses for rioters.
At a Republican luncheon here, office 20 months-is
the vice president said the report 'scapegoating' of the most
failed to condemn the irresponsible sort," said Agnew.
"intellectual elite" for
News accounts of the report
responsibility in triggering campus released over the weekend have
violence, but unfairly insinuated led Americans "to believe that the
that Nixon failed to exercise his primary need for restoration of
"moral leadership" in preventing order on the American campus is
student disorder.
for the President of the United
Agnew was the first· States to exercise greater moral
administration official to publicly leadership," Agnew said.
condemn the report, although 61
This, he added, "is an unfair,
House members, including GOP outrageous and unacceptable
leader Gerald R. Ford, wrote charge to make against the
Nixon Tuesday that the President who has time and again
commission "blatantly disregards" spoken out in de.fense of
his efforts to quell student dissent-time and again spoken in
turmoil. Their letter implied that unequivocal condemnation of
the panel sought "to pacify the violent and disorder wherever it
radicals who seek to destroy our occurs."
society."
The commission "tells us that
McGovern Denounced
many
believe ours is a
Campaigning for GOP votes in corruptstudents
repressive society engaged
the Dakotas, Agnew also in an immoral war," Agnew

w
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~

Agnew Repud·iafes 'Unrest' Report

E

'Colonel, Three Of The Guides Who Led Us Into This Would Like To ComplainAbout The Situation!'

--

1\41\11..

VP Denounces Scranton Commission

Naseum, Ad Naseum
To the Editor:
Re: Editorial attributed to Sarah
Laidlaw, Lobo, Sept. 14, "The
Money Situation."
Please be advised that a lot of us
white anglo peasants in N.M. feel
that it would be just as well to close
the UNM, as mentioned in your last
paragraph. Many of us feel that an
education is what you are there for
rather than the type stuff delineated
in The Lobo, nauseum, ad nauseum.
Perhaps you need to go to work in a
"peoples factory" somewhere.
You may get the opportunity.
P.S. It is later than you think in
~ the matter of public patience with
pubic students.
E. Mitchell

Obituary
To the Editor:
A very fine man-a :former teacher
and lecturer at UNM (department
chairman of sociology, additionally)
has recently passed away. Students
there at the present time will never
know what he was like. He was an
excellent teacher, a professionally
dedicated man and a fine leader and
friend. I was one of his
students-over a period of
approximately five years-and,
presently, find that the world is
certainly considerably less cheerful
without him. Inspiration's model i&
gone-taken from us.
F.D. Baca

Be10a:

I

Facing
A Paper
System

c

added, "but the commission could
not muster the moral courage·· to
declare the utter falsehood of that
charge.
"And the commission lacked
the moral vision to condemn that
intellectual elite whose attacks on
our institutions and society as
racist and repressive have led
students into believing this
nonsense,"
More, Agnew said, "nowhere is
there within this report-that I
can find-the clearcut statement
that anyone, not just faculty, in a
campus community-no matter
how grand Ol" idealistic his
cause--should be expelled from
that community; no ifs, ands or
buts."
The report, Agnew said, also
concluded that "because there is a
war going on, and because there
are remnants of injustice and
racism and poverty in
America-there is, therefore, some
1lXplanation or justification for
antisocial conduct and disorders
by disaffected students. This is
totally false and utterly
unacceptable."
Some Encourage Violence
Just as unacceptable, he said,
was a suggestion that campus

critics like him helped to promote
violence. The truth is, he said, "It
is not those who vigorously
condemn student violence and
disorder, but those who encourage
it or condone it, on whom the
burden of guilt has been rightly
placed by the American people."
Although McGovern is not up
for re-election in November,
Agnew condemned him as "one of
the foremost national leaders of
radical liberalism and its chief
fund-raiser today."
He said McGovern had
cons is ten tly opposed Nixon's
efforts in the field of law and
order, his plans for an honorable
peace in Vietnam and his efforts
to deploy the Safeguard
anti-missile system as "the one
necessary military wherewithall to
negotiate with the Russians from
strength-not weakness."
Later, in a speech prepared for
a North Dakota GOP rally at
Minot, Agnew attacked Burdick
on most of the same grounds, but
stopped short of branding him a
liberal radical. He urged North
Dakota voters to replace Burdick
with Rep. Thomas S. Kleppe, who
is running for Burdick's Senate
seat in the Nov. 3 elections.

0
By JAMES FENNELL
I was shocked to learn in the Sept.
25 edition of The Lobo that a UNM
student was suspended for one
semester for allegedly falsifying the
signature on a drop-add slip. Such
extremely severe punishment for
such a trivial sin is barbarous.
It is just as unfair to suspend a
student for falsifying the signature
on a drop-add slip as it would be to
hang a man for stealing a dollar. In
either case, the punishment is far too
harsh.
Little crimes demand only mild
punishment and there is nothing
mild about a one semester
suspension. This is five months of a
human life. To understand what five
months of life is, just imagine that
you are a convicted criminal due to
be executed in the morning.
This incident epitomizes a major
problem in our society-rules,
procedures, forms to be filled out (a
drop-add slip), are more important
than people.
Our bureaucratic off-spring has
grown so conceited that it now
believes it doesn't need those who
give life to it. But this isn't true. We
could throw away all of the drop:add
slips and our educational system
could still flourish for 1000 years,
but if we eliminate all of the
students our educational system
would perish immediately. Students
arc still the most vital element in
education.

There also seems to be a language
problem involved in this incident.
Jane Hunt is on one hand charged
with "falsifying" the signature on a
drop-add slip and on the other hand
con vic ted of "falsification of
records.'' This isn't right.
Falsification of records is much more
serious than falsifying the signature
on a drop-add slip. Falsification of
records can be understood to mean
an infinite number of other
falsifications since Hunt has not been
formally charged with this infjnite
number of other falsifications we do
not have any right to hang the guilt
for them around her neck. To keep
this affair in the proper perspective
we must eliminate the verbal
garbage.
In . ancient Rome persons who
were not in public favor were put
into the arena with wild beasts or
with other pt~rsons and forced to
fight for their lives or lose it. Today
we like to believe that we are too
"civilized" to do something in the
public arena with a paper tiger that is
capable of devouring her just as
mercilessly as any lion that ever ate a
gladiator?
When our system of justice places
Jane Hunt on one side of the scale of
justice and the drop-add slip in
question on the other side, if the
scale doos not tip heavily to Jane
Hunt's side, then something is wrong
with our scale of justice and it
should be promptly repaired.
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Peace Initiative Appears Doomed
Nixon Asks Resumption of Mid East Talks
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NAPLES ( UPI)- President
Nixon said Tuesday he hopes
whoever emerges as Egypt's new
strongman i11 the aftermath of
Gamal Abdel Nasser's death will
agree to a resumption of Middle
East peace talks.
But U.S. officials with the
President on his tour of Southem
Europe said America,'s Mideast
peace initiative appeared doomed
for months until the power
vacu urn in Cairo is filled.
They provided the President
with a list of five possible
successors to the fallen Egyptian
leader. Nixon studied it without
any public comment.
Arriving in Naples for
Wednesday's cottfet·cnces with 12
U.S. ambassadors from
Mediterranean countries, NATO's
commanders and his h·ip to
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Yugoslavia, Nixon told reporters
Other members of the
he hoped the new government in delegation announced through
Egypt would realize its best White House Press Secretary
interest will be served by' Ronald Ziegler: Robert P.
participating in the United Murphy, a former ambassador at
Nations peace talks arranged by large; John J, McCloy, chairman
the United States.
df the President's Advisory
Speaking of the peace talks, Council on Arms Control; Donald
Nixon said:
C. Bergus, a State Department
"We trust that they will expert on Egyptian affairs; and
continue and we believe that the Michael Sterner, anothet· expert
new government, .whatever it is, on Egyptian affairs.
.
will see that its interests will be
The President ruled out a
served by contifluing the ceasefire personal ' appearance in Cairo
and, we trust, then going on to because the United States and
talks."
Egypt have not maintained
Delegation Named
diplomatic relations since the
During a day at sea with the Arab-Israeli War of 1967.
U.S. 6th Fleet, Nixon named a
About 100 Neapolitan boys,
five·man delegation headed by some of them batefooted,
Welfare Secretary' Elliot scrambled to the roadside
Richardson to represent the shouting ''Nixon's here" and
United States at the funeral of "Viva Nixon" when the President
Nasser,
drove to the villa lent to him by

the Italian government.
Nixon said Nasser's death
would not alter his plans to visit
Yugoslavia, Spain, Britain and
Ireland in a trip undertaken
chiefly to impress the Russians
with American determination to
remain a power in the
Mediterranean.
Nixon toned down a display of
American air and sea power in the
Mediterranean out of respect for
the fallen Egyptian leader, a
moderating force despite all his
anti-American and anti-Zionist
rhetoric.
American officials told
reporters aboard the carrier
Sara toga they feared Nasser's
death would stalemate the peace
talks for months, at least until his
successor consolidates his power
with the Egyptian masses and the
other Arab capitals.

